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Since she was a child, Lia has longed to be free from the confines of the great worldship which has been the
last refuge of the human race for generations, but being snatched from the only home she has ever known by
aliens was not exactly what she had in mind. When she learns that the admiral of the alien fleet plans to
claim her as his mate—regardless of her thoughts on the matter—her surprise turns to fury.

The huge and intimidating yet undeniably handsome admiral is unmoved by her protests, however, and her
defiance merely earns her a trip over his knee for a sound spanking on her bare bottom. To make matters
worse, the painful, embarrassing chastisement brings about a helpless, shameful arousal unlike anything she
has ever felt before.

Having grown up in a society which abandoned sexual contact as a means of procreation long ago, Lia is
deeply humiliated by the intimate, thorough medical exam she receives from the ship’s doctor in the
admiral’s presence, and her failure to cooperate results in a stern punishment from her future mate. To cap it
all off, with her bottom still burning and her cheeks blushing crimson she is brought to a shattering climax
right there on the examination table to confirm her sexual responsiveness.

Though Admiral Cavvik hadn’t planned on taking a human female as his mate, he was left with little choice
after one look into Lia’s eyes called up primal instincts that could not be denied. But when it becomes clear
that some among his people are violently opposed to his choice of companion, will he stand his ground and
protect the little human he has quickly grown to love?

Publisher’s Note: Taken by the Admiral is an erotic romance novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes,
medical play, anal play, and more. If such material offends you, please don’t buy this book.
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From Reader Review Taken by the Admiral for online ebook

SH says

A fantastic sci-fi and wonderfully written! I read it in one sitting because I was intrigued by the plot and the
characters and had to just keep reading. That's always a good sign to me and it's something I have come to
expect from this author. Loved it! I received this book from Stormy Night Publications as an Advanced
Reader Copy.

Sera Hissam says

Writing was fine though i felt that the story line could be explained in a wider view and elaborated more .
The book mainly consist of 90% smut and 10% story . I can get immersed with both the main leads but i
wished there was more action,drama to this book .

Pansy says

So while I was there looking at the freebie - see His by Law - I was drawn to this Sci-fi romance. Yes there
was the bare bottom spanking, but there was also the space-ship and distant planet kidnapping the poor
damsel. Definitely an adult, but this adult enjoyed it.

Book Snob Sue says

3.5 stars. This was my first book by this author. I liked it, wasn’t a huge fan of the admiral. He lacked a lot of
the finesse I normally like in my alphas. He went from punishing her with a spanking, which was fine for
me, to the next time using a strap....not nearly as fine for me. Punishing her because she had an
opinion...nope. After he took her from her ship, knowing she was scared and raised completely different than
himself. So, I did like the book well enough, it was safe and we get a little glimpse of their future, but they
will only get along if she minds him, which means she does exactly what he says at all times. He just needs a
bit more finesse, but I will definitely read more books by this author.

Dawn Carey says

Taken by the Admiral

Great storytelling with lots of loving and dominant males. I enjoyed reading this book and look forward to
seeing what happens in the next book.



Varied Books says

Lol Embarrassed to admit I liked it . Erotic & Hot. And very naughty.

Ashley says

3 stars

Free download. Book had promise, however ended up being smut. Too much time spent writing smut and
not enought time spent on the storyline which made the characters boring and a real lack of connection with
the characters.

I loved the strength of the hero. His take charge personality.

The heroine was likeable too, just not much offered other then smut...

Im glad it was a free download

Becca says

It often embarrasses just how much I like to read erotic, capture fantasy sci-fi romance, and this was a fun
little bit of fluff with all of the above and spanking too. The book was well written, but it was very short, and
very predictable.

Lia is from a sexually repressed society of humans who left Earth several generations ago and have been
wandering through space looking for a habitable planet. Cavvik is from a technologically advanced society
where men expect women to obey or be punished - sound familiar? In fact it was so familiar I'm beginning to
suspect this author (along with several others) followed an erotic, capture fantasy sci-fi with spanking
checklist.

These books are great for when you want a quick read that involves very little mental effort, but don't expect
(or even want) a literary masterpiece. The time line was incredibly short, even for books of this sort. Lia
went from a terrified captive who believed her captors to be violent, heartless barbarians to willing
submissive in one day. Her reactions didn't ring true for me. I would have liked to know more about the
world ship and the fate of the remaining humans, but that was also glossed over - at least in this book.

Despite all that, I did enjoy the story even while mentally rolling my eyes at the absurdities.

Jo * Smut-Dickted * says

Better than average scifi spanking story. The setting is well built and enough to work for the book (without
being overwhelming) and the characters are pretty intriguing. Nothing too harsh here at all - but nor is it full
of a guy who's all sweetness except for the spanking. This has some practicality in it - and I enjoyed the



interactions as well as the scenes.

PJ’s reading station says

An awesome read.

Anya Champagne says

Alien master

Admiral Cavvik takes Lia from the ship of the last remaining humans as reparations, and Lia has no idea
what gi expect. Humans no longer have sex or reproduce naturally, but instead babies are grown in a lab.
Imagine Lia's shock to discover that not only does her new alien matter want to have sex, but will also
physically discipline her! But somehow together they find their way to a happily ever after.

Jane says

I received this novella for free in return for an honest review. I'm a librarian and although this is not my usual
type of reading I like to read a variety of genres. I am a big fan of science fiction so erotica set in space
appealed to me.

I read Fifty Shades of Grey when it reached its height of popularity, and Taken by the Admiral is 100 times
better than it. Although it is all an excuse for a spanking story, the author has put time and effort into
characters and plot.

The sexualization of the exam by the doctor bothered me, but otherwise I recommend this to people looking
for creative spanking stories.

Lee says

Already read it through 3 times

I just got this book and I've already read it 3 times. Dominance, submission, spankings, medical and anal
play: this book delivers

Rene says

3T/5H



Julie says

An aggressive alien/BDSM romance. A simple, straight forward plot. Definitely, only for those with interest
in bdsm.


